
I N T E R I O R
CO N C R E T E
F LO O R I N G

Inspired Concrete... Create it. Protect it.

From new concrete installations to reworking an existing slab, 
Surecrete overlays can transform utilitarian grey concrete into 
a custom and functional work of art.  The ARTISAN SYSTEM 
combines compatible products with the expertise of tried and 
true installation methods. 

PRODUCT SELECTION &
DESIGN INSPIRATION
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SELECTION OF MATERIALS

With ARTISAN Interior Concrete Flooring systems, YOU 
get to choose the look.  

Our MICROTEK overlay materials produce a smooth, refined 
surface that provides a sophisticated, easy to maintain floor 
- perfect for both residential and commercial installations.  
Designers specify these types of systems where a natural, 
“minimal” finish is desired, with the added benefit of unlimited 
color options and consistent finish not typically found in “stan-
dard” concrete floors.

For a more rugged, textured, or stone inspired look, the 
SURESTAMP overlay system allows for a variety of textures and 
patterns to be achieved using concrete imprinting tools.  A 
great option for commercial and residential spaces that require 
not only aesthetic appeal but durability to match.  

Repair it.

Transform it.

Enhance it.

STEPS AND PROCEDURES

Prep it.

Protect it.
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MICRO TOPPING - A just add water, self bonding, cement 
–based overlay system for interior concrete floors. Can be 
integrally colored, or topically stained with SureCrete’s acid or 
water based stains (see section 04 for details).  

Select your product based on floor conditions:
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SCR Super Concrete Renovator:  
Combines three products in one; a 
strong detergent, degreaser, and 
acid to ensure proper cleaning and 
etching for concrete overlays, stains 
and sealers.*

SCT-22: A rapid setting, ultra low-viscosity ure-
thane spall and crack treatment for concrete.

FLASH PATCH:  High strength, 
concrete patching material that 
is rapid-setting and self-bonding.  
Patch from feather edge up to 1”.

DEEP PATCH:  Repairs deep 
voids in concrete, from 1/8” up to 4” in one lift.*

SUREBOND:  Cement-based bonding 
agent used with Deep Patch and SureStamp 
as the bond/primer coat.  
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MICROTEK
Smooth Grade:  
Finish coat

MICROTEK 
One Coat:  
Standard base coat

SURE STAMP: A stampable, ce-
ment-based topping for transforming 
existing concrete surfaces.  At 3/8” 
thickness, a variety of textures and 
patterns can be embossed into the 
material to resemble a wide spectrum 
of natural stone, wood, tile and brick.  

SURESTAMP Must 
be used with SURE-
BOND to ensure the 
ultimate adhesion in 
a stampable overlay, 
and SURERELEASE 
for stamping tools and 
equipment. 

Customize colors and enhance visual texture with compatible 
colors and product (see section 04 for details)

PREP IT.                                                        
Surface Preparation

REPAIR IT.                                                   
Surface Repair

TRANSFORM IT.                                         
Cement Based Overlay

*Refer to International Concrete Repair Institute Guidelines for surface prep and profile numbers for your specific project, along with SureCrete Technical Data Sheets 
for each overlay products.

SUREBROOM
Base coat for 
damaged/uneven 
surfaces
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Installing a high-quality protective sealer on your 
overlay system will not only make it look great, but 
also protect it from abrasion, wear and staining.  

Standard Exposure Environments:

SUPER 20/SUPER 30:  
20% or 30% solids, clear, 
solvent-based acrylic. 

Ultra High Performance Environments:

DK 400WB:  Water based, 57% solids, dual compo-
nent polyurethane clear coating.  Excellent UV stability, 
flexibility and chemical and scratch resistance with easy 
recoat properties.  Gloss and satin formulations.

DK 400:  Solvent-based, 51% solids, dual component 
polyurethane clear coating.  High gloss, non-yellowing 
and delivering superb chemical and scratch resistance 
while enhancing colors.  

SUREFINISH:  Industrial-grade, sacrifical floor wax.  Ap-
ply as needed to provide durable floor protection. 
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From subtle to exotic, SureCrete has a wide range of 
coloring and enhancing materials to personalize your 
overlay to look perfect no matter what design criteria 
is desired.

ECO STAIN:  30 semi-transparent 
water-based concentrate colors.  
Can be diluted up to 10:1 with water 
to create a wide range of color in-
tensities.  Additionally compatibility 
to combine colors for an unlimited 
color palette.  

ECO ACCENT:  Dry powder concen-
trate antiquing agent, when mixed with 
water can be used to enhance visual tex-
ture in stamped and textured surfaces.

VIVID Stain:  Unlike other coloration 
methods, VIVID acid stain chemically 
reacts with the cement-based surface to 
create a mottled, variegated color that 
is one-of-a kind.  11 standard colors can 
be used over both MICROTEK or SURE-
STAMP flooring systems.  

11400 W 47th Street Minnetonka, MN 55343
P: 800-441-2129  |  F: 952-938-8084 |  www.surecretedesign.com | www.tkproducts.com

ARTISAN SYSTEMS BY SURECRETE & TK PRODUCTS

ENHANCE IT.                                          
Color & Decorate

PROTECT IT.                                           
Sealers and Finishes


